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TO: J DIRECTOR, FBI (44-24016) (a =e 
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73 SUBJECT s JACK_L._RUBY, aka; cyl? 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, 2ka ~ VICTIM 

(Deceased) , 

CR 
_! 
Yo oo: DL 6 

ReBuairtel, 6/11/64, concerning photographs of 

RUBY's possessions located in the office of District Attorney 

HENRY WADE and in Property Room, Dallas PD. . 

Enclosed are ten copies of letterhead memorandum . 

for transmittal to Commission along with three sets of 

photographs. Photographs were made by SA NAT A. PINKSTON 

and IC JOE A. PEARCE, under the supervision of SA MANNING 

C. CLEMENTS. 

° It is to be noted District Attorney WADE, and 

previously Asst. District Attorney ALEXANDER, told SA 

CLEMENTS they wera certain all of the RUBY material had not 

been turned over to them by Dallas PD, a8 Mr, ALEXANDER re~ 

called having seen items at the PD shortly after the OSWAID - 

shooting which were not among the items in WADE's possession. 

VIADE specifically mentioned the Western Union receipt re~ 

ceived by RUBY on 11/24/63, and the “zmpeach Earl Warren" — 

photographs. . _. So 

Despite previous statements by PD personnel that 

all of the RUBY property in their pogsession had been de- 

- liveared to, Mr. WADE, an envelope containing certain items,     
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the two specifically mentioned by WADE,, were lo- . 

on 6/1 and photographed 

- ' 

including 

cated in the Property Room, Dallas PD, 

on 6/2/64. 
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